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Do Russian boreal peatlands dominate the natural European methane
budget?
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Methane (CH4) emissions of boreal peatlands have previously been reported from Alaska, Canada, Scandinavia,
and Western Siberia, but not from the European part of the Russian Federation, which is covered by vast areas of
peatlands (8 % of the total surface area). To help to fill this research gap, CH4 emissions were measured during
a period of one year from March 2008 to February 2009 in a boreal peatland (61◦ 56’N, 50◦ 13’E) in the Komi
Republic, European Russia using the closed chamber technique. Additionally, soil water for analysis of dissolved
CH4 and dissolved organic carbon was sampled once per month. Further closed chamber measurements were
conducted during the summer 2011.
While winter fluxes were well within the range of what has been reported for the peatlands of boreal regions
before, the summer fluxes exceeded by far the average of 5-80 mg CH4 m-2d-1 for the boreal zone, as about the
half of the measured fluxes ranged between 150 and 450 mg CH4 m-2d-1. There was no evidence that high or low
CH4 surface fluxes coincided with high or low values of dissolved CH4 in the soil water.
In statistical terms, the environmental conditions during the year 2008 were normal, the air temperature and the
precipitation did not show strong deviations from the long term mean. Whereas the summer of 2011 was warmer
and noticeable drier than the long term mean. These conditions led to even higher CH4 emissions, with peaks up
to seven times higher than the values measured in 2008.
These new data sets lead to the assumption that the Russian boreal peatlands play an even more important role in
the European CH4 budget than previously thought and should be included into the newest inventories.

